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Coronary disease uRually occurs in those 
inJi vidunls vrho ~,.re motit active in life, those v.rho 
E .• re urb'ed by desire, ambition or necessity to great-
er accomplish'nents; those 1:,·ho are leaders in govern-
:n(:nt, science, industry, business and ci vie life. 
It is under their leadership that progress is m~de 
and others are driven to better work. Coronary dis-
ease is, generally s·1eaking;, a '.:lisease of those who 
should live longer, free from dictress, in order that 
their particular field might derive all the benefits 
possible from them. 
The limitations of medical treatment for 
coronary disease ".re 1 .. eJ 1 recognized, for, at best, 
only 1Jn11 i c.ti ve measures can be instituted, which 
::;re unsatisfactory, in m'."'.ny CD..ses, since so little 
is kno..,m of the etiology. It often seems to ;r1erely 
maintain them as cardiac cri Dples, v:i th Ji tt1e chrmce 
of restoration to a useful life; which is no reflection 
on the internist, but emn~asizes the dreadfulness of 
the disease and 1;he need for a better form of therapy. 
It is, then, of interest to investigate the 
progress made in the field of surgery, with its recent 
developments in ar Jrni tarium and technic, in attempt-
! 
ing to arneliorate pain or to cure this deplorable 
disease, by n_ttacking an organ so Jong feared by 
the nhysician and sure:;eon. ( 3). Patients may be 
operated upon for the eradication of the disease, 
for the correction of a deformity, or for the re-
lief of symptoms. (70). Attempts to allevic:.te 
cardiac pain Eurgically, up to the present time, 
have involved three main methods of attack; (75) 
indirectly, for the relief of symptoms, by (1) 
Ouera.ti ve Procedures on the Sympathetic Nervous 
System; and (2) Thyroidectomy; and directly, for 
eradication of the lesion, by (3) Augmentation of 
the Coronary Collateral Circulation. These 1:ill 
be reviewed and their relative value compared. 
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It is not surnrising that with the rapid 
sdvances in surgic:-d technic that the surgeon shouJl.d 
not turn to the treatment of coronary disease; a dis -
ease v:hich is so commonly the cause of death, is S'' 
close to the D2ysician. ( 93) and v:hich causes so mPch 
distress to patients; a dieeaRe for vhich no cure is 
knov.n and amelioration of pain is not satisfactory 
by medical management. With the develo:::,ment of sur-
gery of the sympathetic nervous systems, the treat-
ment of coronary disease, and cardiac pain becomes 
of especial interest to the surgeon, particularly 
in those minority of cases which fail to respond to 
restriction of activity, avoidance of stress and ex-
citement decrease in weight in obese, and to nroper 
use of sed2.ti ves and nitrites. ( 10) . 
Since so little is known concerning the 
cause of 2.ngina nectoris, it is onJy natural that 
the surgeon should first attempt symptomatic treat-
ment by deftroying the pain rather than curative 
measures. So the aim of proper surgical therapy 
~as to interrupt the nerve fibers carrying the pain 
impulses from the heart. For as stated by Cutler (29) 
11 stim.uli which give rise to pain ari:=e in the heart 
and are carried by some nervous pathway to the spinal 
1 
nervous system "\~here these impulses overflow 2nd 
stimulate somatic sensory neurons supplying U)per 
thorax, arms and neck." 
In 1899, Francois Fr<mck, first sug: ested 
dividing this nervous arc so that 9ain would nnt be 
recogni::"ed. It '':'B.S not until 1916, however, when 
Jonnesco firat performed such an riperation in a case 
of angina pectoris removing com1)letely the upper three 
cervical synmathetic ganglia and first dorsal sym-
pathetic ganglia bilaterally. Fortunately the out-
come ··as brilJ ia,nt and an im-oulse Ym.s created which 
resulted in enlightening reports. ( 29) , ( 54) , ( 7 5). 
Subsequent work brought many disarnointing failures 
'<.hi ch led to many divergent and confusing tht!Ories 
concerning the cause of angina pectoris, the routes 
the p:;,in stimuli fol low, and the technic of operation. 
It is well knOV'.'ll that angina pectoris is 
a symptom, invented, according to \';'hi te, ( 109) by 
Heberden in 1786, to mean a 11 str;:ingling or pressing 
eensation (not a stabbing pain or ache) under the 
sternum, occurring paroxysmally as the result of ex-
citement, exertion, or other stimuli, and subsiding 
in a few minutes under the influence of rest or ni-
trites. 11 Danielopolu (31) thought the term should 
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be "re<:0 tricted to n. sen8ori-motor syndrome of the 
myoc2rdium, sudnen in onset, someti'1lcs enj_ing in 
deqth and not de-ending on dilat tion of the heart 
Occurring ·')nly ···h,_n the myocardiu!n is heci,lthy 
2.nd acting we J 1, they di mi r:i 2h or disan:oear as soon 
as the hec:i.rt becomes weak and dil2.ted. 11 He fu1,ther 
said that all anLina nectoris is the result of in-
adequate coronary circu' <:'.tion °.r'hich may occur 'rhen 
arteries are heal thy if the demc_nd on the myocardium 
is excessive, due to over-exertion, but is more like-
ly to occur when the arteries are in a state of soler-
osis. The G.nginal attack arises a:::: a result of a 
disturbance bet1·een the blood available through the 
coronary artery and the de::mnd :nade by the myocard:iun. 
Pain in an attack of angina is produced by an un-
physi!"\logical activity of the heart and is due to 
fatigue of the heart muscle (45). Levine (54) 
thinks this can explain the overwhelming frequency 
of angina nectoris is coronary artery disease and 
may help explain the attacks in 9atients with per-
nicious anemia '>'i th compRrati vely normt:1l coronary 
arteries, for there is an anoxemia due to lack of 
hemoglobin. In aortic ~t1fficiency perhaps the coro-
nary arteries do not fill properly. Furthermore 
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patients ri th arteries which are slowly obstructed 
by sclerosis may have no anginal attacks for there 
is no coronary insu~'ficiency, when at rest, but dur-
ing exertion an attack is precipitated due to fail-
ure of adjust:'11ent bet1~,,een the ;:·ork to be done and 
the coronary circulation, for the cardio-vascular 
sunply brought about by the quickening heart action, 
with or vd thout an increase of arte ial blood nress-
ure, is inadequate. If an attack occurs during rest, 
there is a decrease in the blood supply to the myo-
cardium and again an umbalance, probably brought 
about by coronary spasm, (31) with no change in 
heart action. Levine says, however, that if the 
coronary view as origin of angina is accepted wheth-
er the pain is a result of spasm of the coronary ves-
sel, or due to dilatation of the vessel nroximal to 
the spasm, or from inadequately removed metabolites 
from the ischemia of the heart, is not clearly under-
stood. Psychic or somatic stimuli may be factors 
which directly or reflexly lead to an attack, the 
severity of which is dependent on the bJood supply 
of the heart. (45) 
White (109) has outlined 11 four weigh:ty 
arguments" which almost prove conclusively that the 
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symptom of angina pectoris is due to coronary in-
sufficiency: ( 1) Angina nectnris and proved cornncuy 
occlusion give the same kind and J oc;-'t ion of pn.in; 
(2) angina pectoris is nften comnlicated by cornnary 
thrombosis; (3) those cases of luetic aortitis with 
narrowing of the mouths of the coronary arteries are 
the ones that show angina pectoris, while those v:ri th 
even much more extensive aortic lesions but without 
involve~ent of the mouths of the coronary arteries 
do not have angina pectoris; (4) constriction of the 
coronary arteries in the dog produces pain while dis-
tention of the aorta does not. (96), (31). It also 
occurs in nervous hypertensive people. 
Coronary Thrombosis and Angina Pectoris 
That cororn:.ry thrombosis and angina pec-
toris are very closely associated is welJ known. E-
quaJ 1 y as well known is the difficulty ill dif't ingui sh-
ing the two, therefore, it it: hardly within the con-
fines of this paper to consider the entities in de-
tail. 
The first records differentiating an attack 
of coronary thrombosis from angina pectoris were made 
by Obratzon and Straschesko in 1910, and by Herrick 
in 1912. (41). 
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The etiology and symptomatology are similar and a 
great majority of those with coronary thrombosis 
have a history of angina pectoris of either short, 
but usually long duration. (54). The nain of cor-
onary thrombosis is exactly like ant:;ina pectoris 
but is much more prol: nged. ( 109). There are, ho1:r-
ever :nany variations which make the ti::o overlap in 
symptomatology, but one may say, in contrast to 
coronary thrombosis, a definite pathological entity, 
which may be painle:-os, an&~ina pectoris is a symp-
tom and if that symptom is absent other symptoms 
such as gi·:'!.diness or feeling of oppression, cannot 
be called angina pectoris even though coronary dis-
ease is prese-t. (109). Angina pectoris usually 
comes on after exercise, is momentary and is re-
lieved by nitroglycerin while coronary thrombosis 
is severe, may come on at rest, lasts for several 
hours or days, with a rapid nulse, a lowered blood 
pressure and is not relieved by nitroglycerin. ~ith 
the development of electrocardiography there is 
little need for inaccurate diagnosis. (54), (109), 
( 58). 
According to P. D. White, (109) there are 
three types of angina pectoris: (1) Coronary artery 
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sclerosis in which the coron:1.ry arteries have loss 
of ela.stici ty with or vd thout much calcification and 
narrov!ing. This is most cormnon type and pre di St'Osing 
factors such as exertion, excitement, ea.ting, anemia, 
and tachycardia (due to thyrotoxicosis or paroxysmally). 
(2) Coron~1.ry mouth occlusion type which is usually 
caused bv lues and rarely by a ball-v·::.lve obstruction 
due to vegatation. ( 3) Coronary artery vasoconstric t-
ion due to vascular spasm. This type of angina has 
never been proved. Leriche and Fontaine (51) give 
the W"me an§;ina pectoris to all painful ":irecordial 
crises thus mRking angina nectoris a common factor 
in many carrUac disease;:::, and modify to say "the 
diagnosis of angina nectaris shnuld never be made 
without an attempt to verify its etiological in-
dication." 
ExperLnental Angina Pectoris 
In normal dogs Sutton and Lueth in 1930 
(96) ligci.ted the coronary vessels by comi)ressing them 
v.i th a glass cannula through which a thread 1 . .,hich 
surrounded the vessel 1•ras 1Jassed. By drawing on the 
thre:=~d the cannule~ would co:npreRs the ve'"sel so it 
was either nartially or completely occluded, thus 
interfering with the blood flow to or from that ·oart 
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of the myocardium the vessel su~nlied. 
They m2de the fnllo~ing observations: 
(1) Temporary, partial, or complete inter-
ference V'i th the blood f. ovr in a cnronary artery or vein 
invariably produce,4 pain Y'hich was referred to the 1eft 
foreleg. Characteristic changes in the behP,vior of the 
animal closely resembled the ·nanifestations of angina 
pectoris in man. 
( 2) The fibers responsib1e for the pain 
are in the adventitia of the blood vessel or in the 
adjacent tissues for if the artery or vein was torn, 
there was a disanpear!"l~nce of pain. 
(3) Pain ~as not nroduced by sudden d:s-
tention of the arterial wall proximal to the point of 
occlusion. It was shown that closure of the orifice 
in the aorta produced pain whe~ there was no disten-
tion. 
(4) Stretching of the parietal pericard-
ium, disnlacement of the heart, or aorta, did not pro-
duce pain, nor did acute mechanical distention of 
aortic arch, aortic ring, or cavity of the left ven-
tricle. 
(5) Their experiments indicated that 
angina Dectoris ( or cardiac pain ) v:e..s the result of 
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insufficient nutrition to the heart muscle. Tempor-
ary occlusi0n of the corona.ry artery caused te:;iporary 
pain, whereas, permanent occluGion did not lead to 
permanent objective manifestations of nain; that is, 
sucLlen di':linution in blood flow a nJarently causes the 
pain. 
White, Garrey, and Atkins (107) also used 
this method and produced cardiac pain which could be 
nrevented by section of the upper five posterior dor-
sal nerve roots, or by bilateral removal of the sym-
pathetic ganglia through the fourth thoracic ganglia. 
Swetlow (99) observed in experiments on 
dogs and cats that pinching or pulling the pericard-
ium or the epicardium, or the application of ten per 
cent ammonia or barium chlorid1:0 to the left ventricle 
or to the left coronary artery, definite manifestations 
of nain were seen, th,1t is, marked movements in defense, 
increased respirations, and increased blood nressure. 
Anatomico-Physiological Considerations 
Clinical recognition that, subjectively, 
the chief pain of angina pectoris was relegated to 
those areas of the chest v:all and the inner s id.e of 
the left 9,rm in V'hich were distributed nerves from 
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between the eighth cervical to the seventh thoracic 
segments (97) has been rather common knowledge. 
The total innervation of the heart is com-
prised of paired vagi and sympathetic nerves which 
go to make up the cariiac plexus ( 29), from v.-hich 
nerves pass dOV\~ the aorta and are distributed to the 
auricles, then to the coronary arteries along the 
auriculoventricular groove forming the coronary 
plexus, then being distributed to the ventricJes. (75) 
The majority of carr<io-oensory fibers pass through 
the stellate ganglion, which also contains motor 
fibers; to the heart. (29), (52), (98). Afferent 
impulses are carried to the brain along the vagus 
nerve to the spinal cord, along the cardiac branches 
to the middle and inferior cervical sy'.npathetic 
ganglia, the sympathetic trunk, white rami, and the 
thnracic nerves. (83). There are no sensory fibers 
above the middle cervical ganglia, the suDerior cerv-
ical ganglia and their branches having a purely motor 
function. (29). Sensory fibers eventually end in the 
ste11ate ganglion from v:hich emanate direct sensory 
fibers leading to the spinal cord. Sensory afferent 
imp~_:_lses from the middle and inferior cardiac nerves 
reach the spinal cord through rami communicantes to 
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enter the first to seventh thoracic: segments. Thet'.e 
ra..mi contain no motor fibers for the heart. (b2), (98). 
The suDerior cervical carJiac nerve comrro2ni-
cates freely with the middle cardiac nerve and with the 
superior cervical ca.r~uac branch of the vague. The 
middle cervical cardiac nerve after arising from the 
middle cervical ganglion (both may be absent) ends in 
the deep cardiac Dlexus inoscuJ.ating with the superior 
cardiac nerve and the inferior laryngeal nerve of the 
vagus. The inferior cervicaJ cardiac nerve arises from 
the inferior cervical ganglion and at ti:nes from the 
first thoracic ganglion and inosculates with the mid.dle 
cervical cardiac and the inferior cardiac nerves. The 
lowest cardiac nerve ends in the deep cardiac plexus 
as does the vo.gus nerve, thus bringing the sympathetic 
and :parasympathetic systems together. (98) Further-
more, Ionescu and Enachescu, (47), and Ionescu and 
Teitel-Bernard, (48), have investigated nerve fibers 
in dogs, sheep, calves, human fetuses, and adults 
and found nerve fibers V''hich have their origin be1ow 
the ganglion ste1latum of the thoracic :part of the 
sympatheticus (ganglia two to five). In subsequent 
work they concluded these nerves contain accelerat-
ing and F.ensory fibers of the heart, for "'hen all 
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the sympathetic nt;rves Y'hich innervate the her<.rt ·were 
cut and electricci,l stL:iulation was an~Jlied to these 
nerves, there Fas an acceleration of :mlse, an initial 
rise follo1:red by a fall in blood pressure, an effect 
similar to stimulation of other sy:npathetic heart nerves. 
Irritation of the euicardium and aorta continued touro-
J ~ 
duce pain after removal of the ganglium stellatum, al-
though a1ter extiryation of these thoracic fibers no 
pain was illicited. (48) The discovery of these nerves 
reveals the reason for the many variations in results 
and the many failures that occurred during the pro-
gress of surgery of the symaathetic nervous system for 
the relief of cardiac pain, for if all the cardiac 
nerves on both sides, and both vagi '\"'ere cut, impuJres 
from the heart would :::;till pass from nerves below the 
stellate ganglion into the spinal cord by means of 
rami through the aortic nerves. (98), (75). Later, 
Ionescu (46) on experiments in cats and dogs showed 
that after bilateral resection of the rmni communi-
cantes, eighth cervical, first thoracic and thoracic 
sympathetics up to the sixth ganglion, ;:nechanical 
and chemice.l irritation of the epicardium and aorta 
no longer ~roduce sensations of nain. He concluded 
that the vagus nerve viri th the denres:<or nerve, the 
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c rvic':. · rymputhetic '.::.nd vertebra] nerves cannot be 
considered as sensory nerves of the heart. (46) 
These conclusions rather contradicted pre-
vious rork as to the sensory tracts from the he~rt1 
for Ronson, in 1926, (83), thought that pain in the 
hec:d in certain ca.ses of angina 17as due to afferent 
impulses along the vagus referred via the fifth cran-
ial nerve and the third and fourth cervical nerves. 
Cutler, in 1927, (29), thousht that the depressor 
nerve (certain fibers of the vagus) had afferent 
fibers, for stimulation of the central end would slow 
the heart rate, but said these fibers wer2 the only 
fibers of the cardiac portion of the vat,'Us system 
v1hich afferent. 
Even following Ionescu's observations many 
authorities insisted the vagus carried aJferent im-
pulses,, indicating thorough knowledge was yet unknown, 
for even Ionescu (46), modified his statement to say, 
tbat communications betvreen the vagus and sympathetics, 
superior cervical ganglion, and vagal nerve seem to 
contain sensory fibers for the heart, in man. An-
imal experimentation and work on humans did not coin-
cide / possibly because of the varied anatomy as Swet-
low (97) said, 11 such nerves as the depressor nerve, 
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e"nd vertebral nerve, rarely observed in humans, if 
stimulated in animals fail to incite painful reactions." 
Later experi'!1ental and clirica.1 studies by 
\'hite (104), White, Garrey, and Atkins (107) Heinbecker 
( 40), al though stiJ 1 somev;hat controversial whethe r 
the vagus cont2.ins afferent fibers or not from the 
heart, are definite in stating that pain fibers from 
the heart and first nortion of the aorta are conveyed 
to the sympathetic trunk by fibers entering the cen-
tral nervous system via the rami communicantes and by 
the dorse.l roots of the eighth cervical and upper six 
or seven thoracic spinal nerves. White, Garrey, a:d 
Atkins (107) after experiments on twenty-one dogs 
thought all sensation from the heart could be inter-
rupted by bilateral removal of the sympathetic gang-
lia from the stell;:::,te through the fourth thoracic 
ganglia or by section of the unper five nosterior 
dorsal nerve roots. 
Concerning by which manner the coronary 
arteries ~re dilated or constricted, Greene (38) 
states that " efferent neurons of the coronRry ves-
sels that are vasoconstrictors are distributed to 
the he,,rt vi?., the cervical vago-sympathetics, the in-
ferior cervical ganglia, and nerves of the carJiac 
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plexus, and the vasooilators are ~istributed via 
ne-:-ves of the cardiac plexus." There is much vari-
ation in the dog. Oschner and Debakey (75), however, 
are more definite, for they say,although there is 
considerable controversy as regards the nervous con-
trol of the coronary circul ·tion 1 experimental evi-
dence indicates that the vasoconstrictor fibers are 
carried chiefly in the vagus and the vasodilators are 
carried in the sympathetic nerves. 
15 
O?ER1\TIVE 'PROCET:UR:'.:f'i Uc;ON THE RYV?A':'HETIC N..'.';HVOLS 
SYETE::,: FOE p: LIEF OF CARDIAC PAIN 
The sympathetic nervous system hc.:..s been 
attacked by two main procedures in the aJJeviation 
of car.:':.i<:·"c P''_in, namely, (1) Sympathectomy, and (2) 
Paravertebral block by use of alcohol. They will be 
~iscussed senarately. 
It is uite obvious these measures could 
never oe advocated as a cure for an~ina pectoris or 
as a preventative against furthering complications 
but are merely performed in an attempt to Eive the 
patient relief from the agonizing tortures caused by 
cardiac angina. As a matter of fact one of the early 
objections was that abolition of pain was undesirable 
for the danger signal is lost and the underlying pro-
cess progresses more rapidly, (58) for the patient 
would nc")t restrict his activities as he ',;,·ould if he 
v:ere fearing attacks of pain. 
~Yhether the mechanism of the pro ~uction of 
anginnl attacks in man if; due to ::: isea..se of the ar:rta, 
spasm of the coronary arteries, neuroeis, heart fa-
tique, or more 1ikeJy anoxemia of the myoc~-crdium, no 
matter how brought about the pain in itself clearly 
indicates there is irritation of the sensory fibers 
in the heart wall or in the Limediately associated 
arteries. (54), (83). According to Danielopolu (31) 
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it is a sensori-motor syndrome of the myocardium. 
Nevertheless, as stated by Ranson (83), there is 
irritation of the sensory fibero of the heart. 
I Sympathectomy 
Reviewing the anatomico-rhysiological lit-
erature it is little ~onder that considerable con-
troversy follo·ped Jonnesco's operation concerning v:hat 
fibers were necessary to sever in order to ameliorate 
cardiac pain, and how extensive the surgery should be. 
There were many failures even thou;;h the same procedure, 
by other operators, vi:as followed as was used by Jonnesco. 
Whether due to less skilled operators' technic or vari-
ations in anatomicgl structures, or failure to ident-
ify the nerve fibers Droperly, remained to be worked 
out. 
No reports were made in the United States 
until Coffey and Brown, in 1923, ( 27) , had operated 
upon five cases of angina pectoris severing the left 
cervical sympathetic trunk below the superior cervi-
cal ganglion and the suDerior cardiac branch in four 
cases, merely removing the superior cervical ganglion 
in the fifth case. The third natient was operated 
u~on a second time and the su-:erior ganglion removed. 
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The fourth patient h~,d pain recur in the left fore-
arm although his substerna.l pa.in was relieved. They 
reported eie:;ht additional cases in 1924 ( 23), of v.'hich 
six v:ere "briJ J i().nt successes, aL1 being restoreci to 
comfort and some degree of usefulness." Two died, one 
within a few hours after oi)eration, from and unexnlain-
able cause, and one died in tv,·o weeks from heart fail-
ure. In six of the fourteen operations, on thirteen 
uatients, t~ere appeared occasional pains in the jaw 
due to traction on anterior auricular nerve during 
operation, and the left shoulder which were of no 
great significance and disapeared in all but tro with-
in a few week£':. They say that the main symptom, sub-
sternal pain, is due to vasoconstrictor influence of 
the superior cardiac nerve from the sunerior cervical 
ganglia, resulting in snasm of the firRt uart of the 
aorta, to which it is largely distributed, as ~·ell as 
the coronary. Referred :1ains are accounted for by the 
fact tr:.at the constrict<::::· impulses are relayed to some 
extent by the middle ganglion v,·hich m,-y give off a 
branch to the sunerior cardiac nerve below where it 
has been severed. 
The Cof fey-BrolJ\rrl. operation merely severs the 
left sunerior cardiac branch of the superior cervical 
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sympathetic gang:; ion and the :1iain trunk below the gang-
lion. This operation removes the main crruse of angina 
based on the supposition that, (1) it is due primarily 
to spasm of the aorta but may be also of coronary; (2) 
the superior cardiac nerve is of constrictor action and 
cutting prevents s,asm. 
Whether or not the stellate ganglion should 
/}, 
be ext~rpated or not, as Jonnesco had advocated~caused 
considerable controversy. Danielopolu (31) stated that 
the 8yna,se of nearly all the sym-
pathetic nerve fibers of the heart 
is situated in the stellate gang-
lia and its removal in angina pec-
toris is incompatible with life as 
shovm by the high mortality .... 
In summary he outlined a procedure which 11 at present 
is the only one which seems legitimate." 
..... cut the cervical sympathetic 
cord, the vertebral nerve above 
the inferior cervicaJ ganglion, 
the de~ressor nerve of Hofer (orig-
inates from two roots, one from 
vagus, one from superior laryn-
geal nerve) or corresponding nerve, 
and the nerves which spring from the 
cervical sympathetic cord above 
the superior cervical ganglion 
and pass to the heart. 
Later Danielouolu (32), stated that Jonnesco's 
operation should be abandoned for three reasons: (;J_) It 
interrupts important groups of cardiac accelerator fi-
bers, coronary and pulmonary vasomotor nerves; (2) It 
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has high mortality ( Jonnesco practised this operation 
in Enilepsy and BasedowJ's disease). The cases of 
survival are exp1ained on the assumption that the !nYO-
cardill!n had not degenerated to the same extent in all 
anginal cases. 
Ionescu (45), however, disagreed with Daniel-
opolu regarding extirpation of the ganglium stellatum 
for all the centrifugal impulses are removed which force 
the heart to 11 unphysiological" work. The electrocardio-
graph shows the function not to be damaged and the thor-
acic nerves provide the heart with sufficient accelerator 
impulses. 
That the superior cervic<:tl ganglion and its 
superior cardiac nerve, although they have a purely 
motor function, are concerned in anginal pain, cannot 
be denied for in patients in which they were not ex-
tirpated along with the sensory pathways, anginal attacks 
have recurred with radiation of the pain into the face 
and neck which is the area supplied by the superior 
cervical ganglion - a motor autonomic reflex (29). 
Levy and Moore (61) thought vasoconstrictor impulses, 
via cutting the sunerior cardiac nerve, were blocked 
'i!hich cause the painful seizures due to coronary spasm. 
In 1927, Levine and Newton, { 58) 11 deliberate-
2o 
ly 11 selected seven patients for operation. Two to 
three months after operation al1 were alive, four 
vti th no anginal symptoms, two with milder anginal 
symptoms than previously, and one unimproved but no 
i:rorse than before. Details as to type of o·neration 
are lacking. 
Cutler, (29) in 1927, evaluated the various 
operative procedures in 120 cases selected from the 
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Results of a large series of cases, reviewed 
in the literature, are difficult to evaluate accurate-
ly, in that each author has an individual method of re-
cording observations. Leriche and Fontaine (52) attemp-
ted this comnosing the foJlowing material: 
1925- 94 cases colJected by Leriche and Fontaine-
1. Disa-pearance of crises in 59 cases---62. 71~ 
a. Relief over 3 months in 29 case s---3C:. 8'/ci 
b. Relief less than 3 
months in ... 17 ca8es- --13 .17~ 
c. Relief for unknown 
period ....... . . . . . .. 13 case s---13. 8~'o 
2. Temporary disappearance 
case s---3. 2~b of crises ............ 3 in 3 
3. Marked improvement in 6 cases---6. 470 
4. Slight improvement in 2 cases---2.2% 
5. Failure in • s ••••••••• . 6 cases---6. 470 
6. Unknown results ........ 5 case s---5. 370 
7. Operative mortality in ... 13 cases--13,8~ 
(due to oneration, not 
to progress of disease) 
An additional 100 cases collected later showed essential-
ly same results. 
1926- 120 cases collected by Cutler-
1. Good results in ........ . 
2 . Improvement . . . . . . . . . . 
3. No- improvement ........ . 
4. Unknown result ......... . 
5. Operative mortality •.... 
( death within 24 hours) 
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47 cases--40.07{, 
52 cases--43. 37~ 
10 cases-- 8. 37~ 
3 cases-- 2.5% 
7 cases-- 5. 85~ 
Recent - 52 cases - by Diaz Sarazola-
1. Clinical healing in 16 cases 30. O~·o 
2. Clinical improve-
'01ent in . . . ...... 16 cases 30 O"o o I 
3. No reRult in 7 cases 13 .4'Jo 
4. ruerati ve mortality 13 cases 2s. o~k 
Although the following results must be dis-
counted cnnside~ablr.,for the type of operation, the 
type of patient and the degree of improvement, are ex-
tremely variable, a summary of the above re·-:orts of 
approximately 366 cases reveals rm approximate esti-
mat:l.on of the value of the procedure: 
1. Good results----- 36.0~ 
2. Improvement------ 36,0% 
Total benefitted --------- 72.0~ 
3. Failures------------------------ 9. 3/~ 
4. Operative mortality------------ 14.9Jo 
Leriche and Fontaine (52) thought the best 
results couln be obtained by cutting the rami communi-
cantes going to the steJ 1 e.te f~-:anglion; for in this 1nay 
the cardio-sensory fibers, for the most P'"'"rt, were 
severed. Since the rami contain no motor fibers, the 
motor fibers v·ere saved. They suggested the procedure 
should be completed by cutting the cervical trunk just 
above the stellate ganglion, and the vertebral nerve, 
and, if present, the depressor nerve, but preserving 
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the ganglia for their removal viaS followed frequently 
( 25';~) by pain in the cervico-facial region. 
Richardson and Vfui te, in 1929, ( 84) reported 
eight cases of sy T!JD_thectomy for the relief of cardiac 
pain: 
1. Number of cases-----8 
2. Number of ouerations ----11 
a. Lasting benefit in -- 4 
b. Greatly relieved in - 2 
c. Deaths -------------- 2 
cases--- 50% 
cases---- 25% 
cases---- 25~'~ I 
Resection of the upper thoracic sympathetic 
ganglia obtained 11 striking relief 11 in four cases ac-
cording to ~bite, (104) but concluded the procedure 
is "tno severe for the average patient suffering from 
angina pectoris. 11 The onerative risk is too great for 
routine use. (107). 
The general interest waned for uniform re-
sul ts were lacking. No matter which of the O"'"ierat ions 
was employed, owing to the numerous anastomoses of the 
cardiac nerves in the neck with each other, with the 
inferior laryngeal nerve and the vagus, and due to fre-
quent anatomical variations, it is almost impossible 
to interru~)t all these tracts. (104), (61), (106). 
These conclusions have been borne out clinically and 
experi:nentalJ y. ( 107), ( 49). 
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Rans oho ff, however, in 1939. ( 82) said "that 
left cervico-thoracic cy~pathectomy is the method of 
treatment Y1hich should not be discarded. 11 He reported 
seven cases, all of which, r:ere completely relieved of 
pain; one case lived eJ.even years after operation, two 
cases lived six years after operation, one case was c.till 
living five years later. One died of heart failure one 
year after operation, and one lived only eight months. 
One, on VIhich a paravertebral alcohol block vras done 
first vrithout relief, was subjected to sympathectomy 
with complete relief nnd z,as living two years 12ter. 
Undesirable Effects 
Little has been mentioned of the untoward 
effects "hich result from operation on the sympathetic 
system, most at tent ion being focused on ·whether or not 
cardiac pain recurs. Brown and Adson ( ;,'2) noted that 
following excision of the first and second thoracic 
ganglia there was, (1) marked vasodilatation of the 
arteries of the hands, (2) marked vasodilatati0n of the 
face, neck, and Up)er trunk ( as measured by increases 
of surface temperature ) , ;-i.nd ( 3) Joss of ref lex sweat-
ing and r:::i lomotor reaction in, roughly, the sc.~_me areas. 
Horner-' s syndro:ne is regularly -c")roduced, if the oper-
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at ion is done Dronerly, but is variable in intern~;i ty 
and nersistence, occasionally being a comrlaint. (22), 
(84). Painful hyperesthesias are not infrequently 
found. ( 84). 1.'ihen absence of pain does occur there 
usue,lJ y rem2.ins a sutstt:rnal tie:;htness or a sense of 
distress which comes on v.·ith ov 1 •• r-exert~on (82), and 
may be a v1elcome sh,·n to nrevent ho..zardous over-acti-
l_.) .... 
vi ty. Diaz called attention to o..tro,hy of the pectoral, 
deltoid, trapezius, supras·::iinous and infraspinous mus-
cles following resection of the middle, inferior cervi-
cal, and first thoracic ganglia and trunk, according 
to Brovm and Adson (22). This becomes recognizable 
in from one to three months. 
II. Paravertebral Injection of Alcohol 
For Angina Pectoris 
Sym~1athectomy as a mean2 of alleviating T:•ain 
of car~iac origin was not successful enough to attract 
Dhysicians to use it as a general procedure, for the 
surgical 01)erntion was too extensive to be used by the 
average Rurgeon and as a rule it was not advisable to 
submit patients suffer].r.g from incurable coronary dis-
ease to such an ope rat inn. ( 61) , ( 107) . Furthermore, 
it quite genernlly agreed that cervical sy:Jpathectomy, 
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even if the ste lJa te gD,nt;lion were removed, could 
not interrupt ci.11 the pathi;vays of cardiac pain. (104), 
(61), (106), (97). 
In Germany, von Bers·man S\lbg<~:sted and, in 
1922, Brunn, and Mandl, (24) studied the method of in-
jection of procaine hydrochloride into the dorsal rami 
for treatment of angina Dectoris. Swetlow (98) says, 
Mandl, in 1925, reported sixteen caRes in which novo-
caine (#) had been injected, paravertebrally, with 
excellent results, giving long time relief with no de"!ths 
or severe complications. Swetlow was the first to at-
tempt paravertebral alcohol block for cardiac pain in 
this country, and thought the situation shou1d be solv-
ed by ascertaining defiritely the point of entrance of 
the pathi.vays of cardiac pain into the spinal cord or 
brain, as indicated by the o.re~.s to which pain was re-
ferred. He said, in quoting Head, the patient would 
also have hyperesthesia "for cel2s in the dorsal root 
ganglia that are bombarded are hyperirritabJe to ex-
ternal stbmli. 11 He suggested protopathic and epi-
cri tic sensory tests to determine the root ganglia 
being bomb0xded by pain stimuli. He reported eight 
r-atients with severe cardiac pain who received prompt 
and satisfactory relief after being treated with a1cohol 
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injections, without serious after effects or co::npli-
cations. 
This created new energy for the re lief of 
heart pain and was based on the assumption that the 
chief connections between the cervico-dorsal sympath-
etic chrJ.in and suinal cord are through the rami com-
~unicantes of the upper dorsal nerves. (108). Also 
this was the safest method available with practically 
no mortality. 
Swet low and g,,_art z, ( 100) reported five 
cases with complete relief for from two to six months. 
All v;ere varied cases of precordial pain and none i;d th 
the true Heberden 1 s angina. In 1929, Swetlow, (97) 
reviewed forty-one cases which had severe cardiac pain 
treated by naravertebral block; injections were con-
fined to those rami communicantes between the eighth 
cervical and seventh dorsal spinal segments. The re-
sults suggested that the true pathv,ays of cardiac pain 
impuJ ses v:rere carried to the spinal cord by these re~mi. 
Exnerimental work on animals SUDDOrted this fact, for 
such nerves as the denressor and vertebral, rarely ob-
served in humans, when stimulated, failed to incite 
painful reactions. In nine patients treated by alco-
hol injections by Mixter and White (71) showed inter-
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esting results: 
1. In t:!ree :J?,tients--relief--907; or over. 
2. In ~hree p tients--relief--35 to 90%. 
3. In tv,'O ·;ptients----relief--less than 3510. 
4. Days in hospi tal--t'l,";o tc three. 
5. Deatl;.s or serious co~nplications--none. 
s. Post-operative hyperesthesia and/or 
pain------------------------------seven. 
7. Died since----------------------- tv-;o. 
8. Failure-------------------------- one. 
Other attemnts by Vihite (108), (105), (107), 
(104), at various timeR showed results very similar. 
In thirty-eight cases over a neriod of six years, he 
found good results in 70.3%, fair results in 16.2%, 
im~rovement in 5.4%, faiJure in 8.1%, and death in 
one case. (75). Cattell and Hurxthal, (35) reported 
an individual case vri th complete relief after para-
vertebral injection. 
In 1931, Levy and :t.oore, (61) analyzed thirty-
seven c2~ses including their ovm from a view point other 
t~;an whether relieved or not with very interesting find-
ings: 
1. Number of injections------------------41 
a. Left ride-------------38 
b. Right side------------ 3 
2. Etiologic Tyne of Heart Disease 
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a. Arteriosclerotic---------- ------ 32 
b. Syphilitic----------------------- 4 
c. Rheumatic------------------------ 1 
3. :2.elie.:.· Obtained 
a. Comnlete (49~) ------------------ 18 
(1) Permanent---------15 
( to death or last 
known status) 
(six died 1d thin 6 
months) 
( 2) Temporarv--- ·----- 3 
b. Pa:rt ial ( 43-)Q) ------------------ 16 
(1) Permanent---------15 
(2) Temporary-------- 1 
c. None (8~) ------------- ---------- 3 
4. Horner 1 s Syndrome 
a. Present--------------------------- 7 
b. Absent---------------------------- 8 
c. Not noted------------------------ 22 
5. Untoward Effects 
a. Pleural Effusion------------------ 2 
b. Post-operative collapse----------- 2 
c. BJ.ood expectoration--------------- 1 
d. Ooerative deaths------------------ 0 
6. Duration of Follow-up 
a. Less than six months------------- 20 
b. ~ix to t\eJve mon~hs------------- 12 
c. One to t':·O years----------------- 1 
d. T·wo to three years--------------- 4 
UndesirabJ.e Effects 
The untoward effects ~md ~:iscomfort have 
not been emphasized by advocates of paravertebral 
block for relief of cardiac pain any more than the 
advocates of sympathectomy brought out the ill-effects 
of their methods. As can be seen from the analysis 
by Levy n.nd Moore, r-J thnugh the na tient may get re-
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lief from the anginal pains, bothersome, distressing, 
;-md di r·comf or ting effects may result fTorn a,n error in 
technic by the opPrator. But further~ undesirable ef-
fects m;:i,y come about physiologically due to hemisoction 
of the sympathectic system, as Horner's syndrome. The 
individual resuonse v?.ries considerably but ne'-',,rly al-
ways the patient experiences pe.in c:md hyperesthesi2. 
(108), (61), (71), (84). This hyperesthesia may be 
mild or severe and may last from a few days to five or 
six weeks, e.lthough the relief from angina is irmnediate. 
This is a1Y:'arently due to an intc..rcostal neuritis and is 
unavoidable, although may be helped somewhat by diathermy. 
{ 61)' ( 82). 
Other effects are a :moderate deg-ree of fever 
(100-1021 degrees) which persist for seven to ten days. 
(61), (71). White and White (108) thought the severe 
pain on the left side, feeling of faintness, and weak 
pulse, pulse of which some of their patients complained, 
was due to the intravenous procaine hydrochloride. This 
passed off in about one hour. The alcohol injections 
produce an area of necrosis about one to two centimeters 
in diamete.r rhere injected. (61), (106), (108). This 
may be a cause for the moderate fever which usually 
follows. (61). 
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Reasons tor F;c;,ilure 
Unsuccbssful results by either sympathect-
omy or paravertebral block may be divided into four 
groups, although the fai:lures may not be necessarily 
·1ue to <'my one reason but rather an inter-relation of 
the four: 
(1) Anatomy 
It is quite generally agreed that 
all the pathways for cardiac pain cannot be interrupted. 
(40), (105), (99), (97), (106), (75). As has been 
shown in the discussion on anatomy. It will suffice to 
say here that this is probably the main reason for fail-
ure, for injections or operations will stop nainful im-
pulses to the S!)in;:il cord but they can still be trans-
mitted to the cranial nerves through the vagus and vaso-
constriction may still be noRsible vi~ the superior card-
iac nerve. (61), (107). 
(2) Selection of Patients and ~rroneous 
Diagnoses. 
Whether the procedure is to be sym-
pathectomy or alcohol block the selection of the oatient 
is most important from the standpoint of the patient and 
in order to evaluate the true worth of the operative mea-
sures. 
.i.hose -ciatients must be selected from 
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the point of view that the oper~tive mortality should 
be slight and their expectancy great enough to warrant 
any beneficial results Y:hich may follow the operation. 
He should be selected not only from the standpoint of 
diagnosis but prognosis. (58). If there are signs of 
/\ 
myocardial damage sufficient to produce congestion heart 
failure Y'hich is not relieved by adequate conservative 
medical treatment the chances of recovering from a surgi-
cal procedure is not good. Since paravertebral block is 
not such an operative shock as sympathectomy, the patient 
may be used advisably when it would be incorrect and poor 
judgment to attempt a sympathectomy. 
Most C'jl_:thori ties feel that cases of 
angina 'ectoris in which the myocardium is not damaged 
by infarcts are proper cases for surgery providing they 
cannot be alleviated by medical treatment. (58), (52), 
(84). The best results are obtained, however, in those 
cases in which the attacks are rare. Leriche and Fon-
taine (52) feel that no one is justified in requiring 
a long period of medical treatment before undertaking 
a surgical procedure. "In the early stages of the dis-
ease, cervical sy;npathectomy is a very benign operation 
and our experience leads us to believe that medical treat-
ment is of little benefit." 
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They think that v:ai ting may be disastrous in that the 
correct time for the operation, ;-:-hen ~:mrgery is indi-
cated, will be nassed up, thus increasing the onerative 
mortality. 
According to Levine and Ne,.":ton ( 58) , 
the actual size of the heart need not be considerei a 
danger signal unless a marked enlargement ·Tould arouse 
sus,Jicion of a myocardi tis. The rhythm should be normal 
for a pulsus alternans or a gallop is not a gnod sign, 
and, if auricular fibrillation is present, especially 
the transient tyne, an infarction is not uncommon. Le-
vine also says that prerrnnce or absence of systolic mur-
murs or areas of precordial hyperesthesia are not sig-
nificant. A low blood pressure, hovrever, may be due to 
a previous infarction of the heart. (54), (58). 
There is no need for errors in 
diagnosis (as ha.s been discussed in a previous section) 
Fi th proper history, examination, and laboratory pro-
cedures. (54), (58), (52). 
(3) Types of Operation. 
Sympathectomy is a neurosurgical 
procc:-c'lure v:hich demands the greatest precision and ex-
ecution. A good many o·c1erations are failures beca1:se 
the prnuer structures have been Lnproperly identified. 
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The technic has varied ~ith the 
individuals but in general it is agreed that operative 
procedures are of little value on the cervical sympa-
thectics, (40), (105), {107), (99), {97), {106), (75) 
and that treatment should be confined to the dorsal 
spinal segments. 
(4) The Operator. 
The surgeon in expecting to get 
Ji.;0~~ relief is already handica~)!)ed by the above three 
factors which make it all the more necessary for him 
to be a man of skill. It is imDortant that he learn 
his technic thoroughly, ann as stated by White (106) 
and others {71), (108), unless he is very well ex-
perienced in paravertebral ~naesthesia he should not 
attemnt the oneration without first nractising on cad-
avers. 
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TOTAL 'l'HY?.i'ID£C'.1'0311Y F'CR THlG :?.iLI.~F OF' CAHDIAC PAIN 
Relationship Of The Thyroid 
And Cardiac Disease 
That the thyroid gland had a direct infl~ence 
in cc::.rdiac ,-'Jisease h.'18 been knnwn for as long as 150 
years (75) but it was not until this century that the 
relationship was studied sufficiently to make known the 
mechanism. 
Levy ( 59), in 1916, concluded, after experi-
menting v:i th cats, that stimulation of the cervical sym-
pathetics, or adrenine injection, induced secretory 
activity in the thyroid gland, and in turn, thyroid se-
cretion rendered the sympathetic structures, acted on 
by adrenine, more excitable. Riesman (85) noted the re-
lationship of thyroid activity to cardiac diaease with-
out evidence of disease of the gland. In a study of 
200 cases of heart disease in hyperthyroidism in the 
Lahey clinic, Hamilton (39), in 1922, found there ·1·ere 
tvro large groups. One which showed no evidence of heart 
de,mab'e, death being directly due to the toxicity and 
not from heart failure, and one in which there was de-
finite car0iac hypertronhy with either paroxys~al 0r 
'~established auricular ~'ibrillation, without evidence 
of rheu 1natic or other heart disease, P"nd in ir·hich signs 
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of her.,rt failure '.''ere seen. About ten per cent of 
t:~1ose cases of hyDerthy.roidism had auricular fibrill-
ation as a more or les~ direct result of the toxicity. 
These cases ~ould be relieved by thyroidectomy, for 
the hearts of thyrotoxic natient? ~re not equal to the 
de~ands m2de u~on them and conge~tive heart failure re-
su'ts. ( 14). Rosenblum ··nd Levine (88) reDorted stud-
ies on sixty-nine patients y:rho had significant heart 
disease and hyperthyroidism. Nine had angina pectoris 
an1 sixty had other forms of heart disease. They stud-
ied them over an average period of twenty-one months 
following sub-total thyroidectomy and found an "enor-
mous improvement 11 with only tro deaths. All nine E.ngi-
na patients were improved. 
Lahey and Hamilton (50) cal1ed these. patients 
11 thyroc2.rdiacs 11 an·i said they were the end-results of 
untreated hyperthyroidiRm. Investigations by Blumgart, 
Gargill and Gilligan (13) revealed there was an ex-
tre:nely re.,pid velocity of the blond flow in patients 
Yii th thyrotoxicosis v'hich may be a factor in producing 
the signs 2.nd symptoms of circulatory insufficiency, for 
the ,-·ork of the heart consists mainly in expel.Jing blood 
into the aorta and pulmonary arteries n.gainst existing 
pressures, and imparting to the blood a certain velocity. 
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Christian (26) recognized the relc:,tion of decreased 
metabolism and decreased , .. ork of the heart in :patients 
· i th myxedema and thought thc,t 11 the decreased activity 
of so ·:any bodily functions serves c:o.s a conservative 
force so far as the circulation is concerned," for ~hen 
the met8bolicm is increased by feeding thyroid, an im-
mediate burden was mt on the heart. i·!forris ( 74) noticed 
thyrotoxicosis states in those ~ith even subnnrmal basal 
rates in v.·hich sub-total thyroidectomy would be indicated. 
It was noticed by Lev and Hamburger (53) that 
in patients V\i th myxedema '"hen fed thyroid extract, an-
ginal attacks ere not infrequently produced which were 
absent in the hype:rthyroid state. Those oatients with 
anginal pain, when given thyroid, had an exaggeration 
of their symnt0ms, and four out of five of those with 
hyperthyroidism, ·with angina, were relieved of the lat-
ter following thyroidectomy. (12). 
Boas and Shapiro (16) nerformed thyroidectomies 
on Datients with ca,r,'L"cC disease v·i thout evid nee of thy-
roid disease, whose characteristic feature was diastolic 
hypertension. These received no relief. Oo1.ier and 
Arn ( 28), performed thyroidectomies on natients v:i th nod-
u.l ar goiters, but ri th n0rrn.o.l, subnormc:.l, and lovr nor-
,..:ial basal metabo lie rates, v;i th imlJrove ·,1ent of symntoms 
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(nervousness, pal)itation, and dyspnt:a) produced by 
dyscrasia of thyroid secretion," and not caused by lack 
of thyroid function. 
Rationale of Total Extirpation of 
the Normal Thyroid Gland 
ThiE procedure has never been advocated as a 
curc:ttive measure, nor does it in any vray alter the dis-
ease process, but is merely a palliate measure, to alle-
viate. pain. 
As was shown by Blumgart, Levine and Berlin, 
(14) in patients with congestive heart failure but with 
a normal basal metabolic rate, the basal velocity of the 
blood flow is greatly slowed. In patients with myxedema, 
the blood flow may be similarly slo1,,ed, due to the J ow 
metabolic rate, aJthough they show no evi0.ence of con-
gestive heart failure. Hence, their circulation is evi-
dently adequate for the decreased demands of the body. 
In angina pectoris a similar r.liscrepancy was 
found to exist bet'ween the tissue demands and the blood 
supply. (75). If angina pectoris is due to insuffi-
cient blood surply to ~he heart (as discussed in a prev-
ious section) when there is an increased demand on the 
heart due to exi:-:;rtion or emotion, even though the blood 
is adequate during rest, this demand would be diminish-
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ed by thyroidectomy, so the lessened flor. through the 
coronaries would be sufficient even during strain. (13), 
( 7 5). Furthermore, the heart v;hich is overburdene~: may 
be helped if the burden is reduced (69) and Blum&art, 
Levine n.nd Berlin (14) suggested, that if t~~e metabolic 
rate 1,·ere lowered si2;nific;-;ntly by removal of the thy-
roid, even though normal, in patients vith a normaJ 
basal metabolic rate but '.d th congestive heart failure, 
they might get improvement. These hearts cannot sup-oly 
the ordin°.ry demands of a normal basal metabolic rCJ.te 
but might meet the demands of a lowered basal metabolic 
rate. Since the heart's ce:~pacity might be benefitted 
if their hearts worked less. (69), (75). 
Exnerimental studies (13), (11) on thirteen 
patients with thyrotoxicosis sho~ed the following facts: 
(1) There cas an inexact relation be-
t1::een the degree of elevation of pulse rate ~ind in-
creased basal rate. 
(2) Tith a decreased basal rate the vital 
capacity of the lungs tended to increase. 
(3) The velocity of the blood flow strik-
ingly increased or decreased in direct relation to the 
metabolic rc:.te. 
In feeding patients thyroid extract, after thy-
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for the ordinary needs in d~ily life. (14). (Jl). 
On tl~e other hand, Lourie (63) thoroughly 
rebukes the rationale of such a t~eatment quoting 
Kocher th~:tt 11 an eff i::::ient heart gradually becomes in-
efficient 11 ..,-,ten the met?.bolism is 101':ered by total 
thyroidectomy. He did not think totaJ thyroidecto·Ly 
should be performed, for (1) the function of the thy-
roid is not lLnited to nccelerc.tion of metabolism, 
( 2) a comf ortabJ e useful active J ife cannot be mnir.-
tained at a permanently low metabolic rate, and ( 3) 
the oatient ho.vine; less de:imnds to meet becomes ef-
f icient, but cannot last long, for the heart :nuscle 
must suffer along ;zri th the rest of the body tissues. 
So if the de :•ands of the heart ;~\re less, the a.ct i vi ty 
of the heart m~y bec~me also less. 
Mechaniem of Relief of C~rdiac 
Pain by Total Thyroidectomy 
Relief of oainful manifeEtations of c~rdi~c 
die.ease fo] loving thyroidectomy i·1as thought at :::'irst 
to be due to tr~e lowered metabolic rate. In ''ne:·ina 
pectori s, ho·: ever, the relief of pain vms not due en-
tirely to a slowing of the circulation for the angina 
dis2xn)ears long before the basal metabolic rate has 
beGun to fal1. (92). The immediate post-operative 
relief of pain precedes and is distinct from the last-
ing relief due to the develonment of hypothyroidism. 
(110). 
Such observations led to experi!Jlental investi-
ge,tions as to another cause for the ane-;inal pain. It 
v,as suggested by Levine, Cutler, and Eppinger, ( 55), 
that removal of the thyroid gland might be producing 
a fundamental alteration in the response of the cir-
culation to ~drenalin, and that a previously positive 
response might nossibly become negative after such an 
operation. (34). Levine and Ernstene {57) had pre-
viously observed that in patients ;'i th angina pectoris, 
an attack of ty1)icaJ anginal Dain could be elici te-:i 
after the injection of one centi~eter of epinephrin 
subcutaneously. They concluded, this could be a di-
agnostic test for angina. pectoris, since in normal 
uatients no pain res1)onse was obtaineri after admin-
istering epinephrin. Usi~g Sutton and Lueth's ~ethod 
for producing ex;:ierimental angina pectoris in the dog, 
Shambaugh, ( 91) "":i th subminimal traction by pulleys 
around a coronary artery produced a typical angina re-
sponse after the injection of adrenalin. He believed 
the discomfort produced probably simulates the attack 
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of a.nbir~a -?ectoris in humans more cJosely tLm the 
older method in -;-.-hi ch direct tr:tc t ion a Jone ':.·as used. 
He found, hov;ever, it v:as possible to e lie it a ty-:J-
ical resnonse after thyrcidcctomy as .-.ell as before. 
Epninger and Levine (34) after studying five natie:ts 
1-i th total thyroidectomy which gave a, typical :-mginal 
response following injections of adrenalin, concluded 
thE1t removal of the thyroid completely ?.1 ters tbe re-
soonse of the c~rdiovascular syRtem to adrenalin and 
thnt this effect is dependent of changes in the basal 
metabolic rate or velocity of blood flow. They also 
su~gested that this decreased sensitivity to adren-
alin may be responsible for the relief of cardiac pain 
following tota' thyroidectomy, as did Philli-os and 
iHJliken. (81). 
Further studies by £-lisem2.n, Gilligan and 
Blumgart (86) ~ith eoinenhrin showed the res~onse of 
the systolic bJood pressure was closely related to 
the rate of injec~ion of epinenhrin. The sensitivity 
to epinephrin r<:cmecined unchLnged after total thyroid-
ectomy r·o lone_; 2.S the basal metabolic rate YiaS not 
lower than a nege,t i ve thirty per cent but when the 
basal rate did go beloT thirty there ~as a decreased 
res,onse of sy~tolic blood nressure und heart rate to 
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e1Jine ~lriTJ.. '.i'hey - ere led t() believe tL::.t sern:i ti vi ty 
to '0 drenalin had li tt:i e to do ":i th the cJ inical reJ ief 
of pc:,in following total thyroidect•'my for the b2~sa1 
rR.te cou}d never be :•lJowed to e;o to such c1 low point. 
Two ways adrenP.lin, either secreted or injected, mi[;ht 
nrecinitate an nttack are: (1) By causing con~triction 
of the coronary arterier; and nroducine· myocr:,rdifvl is-
chemia; (2) by increas ng tl~ blo0d pressure and heart 
rate E'O thn.t the v;~_scul1:.r demands of the myoc:•rdium 
Tiere to~ great f0r the n~xrowed vessels, c~using a rela-
tive myocardial ischemia. ( O'~) \ u~ • Levine :-:.nd .Srnr::tene 
( 56) sus-:Jected increased blood pressure v:as an irnnort-
ant factor in producing an~inal attacks. 
The imme,"J.iate relief of cs.rd.ii:lc Dain folloring 
total thyroiJecto:ny cannot be :tue to chco.nges in circulat-
ing thyroxin he.s been shov;n by Weinstein c0nd Hoff ( 110) 
and others (103), (92), (12), (11). They beJieved it 
we.s due to the interr1mt ion of n:::rve impulses and was 
tenroorr:i.ry for ( 1) the lors of hypercsthesia and hyper-
algesici~ of the chest wall and the eubjective relief of 
nrecorc:i2.l nc:dn occurred imrnedi<:.tely after operation 
and frequently reap~eared after three tn six weeks; 
(2) uni1atcra1 re1ief of the angin,,_l pain by hemithy-
roid.ctomy conEtitutes striking evidence of interrup-
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tion of afferent impulses from the heart; (3) is 
closely analngous to the early effects of cervical 
sy7'.!Dathecto:ny. Weinstein and Hoff ( 110) concluded 
after their observations that the immedi2te relief 
of Dain in ~atients ~ith angina pectoris is due to 
injuries to the su~erior and middle cardiac nerves 
and the nerve Jlexuses on the posterior surface of 
the thyroid and its vessel. 
A decreased vasomotor tone, as pointed out 
by Schnitker, Van Raalte and Cutler (90), with relax-
ation of the smaller blood vessels is most pronounced 
shortly after the removal of the thyroid gland v.hich 
may be a factor in the early relief of cardiac pain. 
The ner~anent relief of cardiac pain follow-
ing total thyroidectomy is a seoarate factor and is 
due to a lowered metabolic rate, occurring coincident.:Ll-
ly with the hypot1'"oid state. ( 12), ( 7 5) , ( 81). Ex-
neriments indicate that thyroidectomy has influence 
favorable to the action of the embarrassed heart, be-
cause the decreased rcte of the respnnse to various 
stimuli necessitates the use of less oxygen and the 
heart muscle has a greater opportunity to recover (89). 
Sav.ryer and Brovm (89) further noticed a change in the 
character of the heart sounds after thyroidectomy which 
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?ere returned to normal after aaministration of thyroxin 
which suggested that the strength of the contraction 
'"lay be dj.:!'.i~lished as ·,-;e: 1 as the Tate, thus insuri::g a 
gre·-,ter coronary blood su--,ply. 
Another nossibili ty to a,;count for the relief 
·of pain follo.,-ing total ablation of the tlcyroid 1.'Ta.s sug-
g:ested by Bourne and Ross (18). They noticed that after 
administration of thyroid extract, in thyroidectomized 
patients, attacks of pain were delayed for three or four 
days. Also there was r:i. lag of three or four days after 
discontinuing the medication before the pa.tients were 
free from ~Jain. For these pain stimuli to be adeq-c:ately 
or for the stimuli to rise into consciousness, it is 
possible th:t there must be a cc::rtain amount of thyroxin 
present in the circulating blood stream. 
Survey of Progress in the Tre~tment of 
Cardiac Pain by Total Thyroidectomy 
The first attempts to ::_llevi:1te c:-,rdiac pain 
by thyroidectomy y·ere done by Berlin ( 37) , ( 8) , ( 75) , 
and Cutler and Sahni tker (30), (75) by partial removal 
of the gland. It '.'<as, however, evident thc,t sub-total 
thyroidectomy v.as not sufficient, for after the basal 
,netabolic rate had been decreased for three weeks, it 
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again increases ,.i th the condition e:;rowing v•orse. ( 55) 
Berlin (8), (37), perfected a one stage operation under 
gas-analgesia ~ith ~reli~in2ry medic~tion of morphia 
and so di um amytal in 1:.h Leh the thyroid. gland v;as re-
moved c0mpletely. 
Bluyngart, Berlin, Davis, Riseman and v~'"einstein 
( 12), re·1orted sixty cases of intractable hf:~::.rt :5isease 
upon 1.c•hich they had. performed a total ablation of the 
thyroid gland, t·er,ty of rhich ·,,ere suffering from an-
gina 11ectoris. Of these t···enty there v.·ere no deaths. 
Ten had no recurrence since O"':eration, seven v:ere much 
improved and three had little or no clinical improve-
ment. Si nee the heart after C'lmplete thyroidectomy 
nerforms less \"Ork a.nd st2_rts at a 101p1er oxygen consump-
t.Lon level, it can withstand a greater increment of 
'sork before reaching the upner li:ni t of oxygen supply 
set by the relatively fixed coronary vessels. (ll). 
The relief was re :J ated to the degree of lowered basal 
metabolic rate. In a series of tv:elve ~:;atients, all 
hopeless C'."'rdiac cripples, four ', i th angina pectoris, 
four with valvular heart disease and auricular fib-
ri 11'1.t ion, and four 't.i th non-valvular heart failure, 
Levine, Cutler, and Eppinger (55) reported tlle follow-
tng results: 
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1. I:rrorove,nent in ~ix 1)c1tients ---marked. 
2. Improvement in three patients--slight to moderate. 
3. Improvement in one patient-----n~ne. 
4. Improvement in one P''.tient-----insufficient L;ime to 
judge. 
o. Improvement in one patient-----died. (patient was mori-
bund at time of 
operation) 
Cutler and Schnitter (30) studied and oper-
ated on twenty-nine pc:,tients with angina pectoris which 
upon analysis shows: 
( 1) Immediate "'urgical Risk: 
a. 6 deaths in 29 cases-
( 2) 
( 1) 2 (6.81S) immediate and presumably 
related to surgical procedure. 
4 (13.7)o) late P.nd presu,iauly not 
rr.;lated to sur.:ica1 rrocedure. 
(a) 1- 8.75 mo~ths-congestive heart 
failure. 
(b) 1- 18 days- acute pulmonary edema. 
(c) 1- ~ days- coronary closure. 
(d) 1- 4 months- coronary closure. 
Complications: 
a. 4 (13.l~) recurrent laryngeal nerve in-
jury- voice c-mpensated but cord paralyzed. 
b. 3 (10.310) parathyroid tetany- not severe, 
easily controlJed. 
Chart of the results of those patients which 
survived 2.nd could be accounted for are shoi.-m on the 
following p.·_ge. 
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~ ·H_4.RT C)F ~:~;,~ ;:u .LT S 
(21) Patients 
gxcellent ( 90-ll)O'o) = 10 ( 47. 6';.J) ~14 Good ~ 7 5-89~.J) = 4 
50-74S·a) Fc=tir - ) - 5 
Poor (0-40%) = ') ) ..., 








( 66. 6~·o) 
) 1 a ( 9' A-, ) 
) v U. -P 
( 33. 3~·~) ) 
Excellent- no r2al ~ain- no nitroglycerin-full acti-
vity. 
Good- occasional uttac~s of modified pain, al-
most full activity. 2 p~tients in this 
grnup h:~.ve to.ken nitroglycerin on rare oc-
casions. 
Fair- daily attacks of modified pain relieved by 
nitro~lycerin. All have resumed active life, 
that is, V'.'omen do housevrork, men d.o occu~')a­
tions. 
Poor- frec~uent attacks of mojified p::tin for which 
nitro;lycerin is taken. Activity limited. 
In s. st.ctistic:il re2urne of 133 cases of an-
c;ina nectoris ouerated by total thyroidectomy, Parsons 
and Purks (80) found: 
Zxce llent resul ts--------------------------55. 4610 
:.foderate i::-111Jrovcment-----------------------28 .127;, 
Sli 2~ht inrr;rovement------------------------- 3. 9%. 
Failures-----------------------------------12.05~ 
O:pcr2.ti ve :'nOrtaJ i ty------------------------ 3. 7 5:,) 
A simiLc:r review of 100 c:,ses by 1Neeks (102) 
Nu>nber of c'ses 
Deaths ---------------------------- 100 
Irnmediate------------------------ 3 or 3'i~ 
Late, nnt rr:J~te,.;i t"' 1-Yoeration. 15 or 15'ji 
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Clinical Results in 82 Patients. 
·:arkedly improved -------------- 42 or 51. 2:'.a 
( no ~ain, nitrites. normal 
activity ) 
! ··o-1er:-1tely i1r)roved ------------ 33 or 40. 2}1 
(mild attacks of ~-:.ain at 
irregulqr intervaJs, oc-
casional use nf nitrites) 
No improve :!ent ----------------- 7 or 8. 5'/~ 
Parson 1 s and Purk 1 s revic'.".r shows that 83. 58;o 
'nere benef'i tted while in Week 1 s cases 91. 4;0 were i:n-
proved. 
Resu_i ts in more recer:t years by Bourne a.rid 
Ross (18), (19) show the procedure to be definite value 
for, of twelve patients treated, all were definitely 
i:.anroved, with no deaths during or im::1ediate1y :follow-
ing the operation. Bothe, in 1938, (17) studied re-
sults by Gallie, Heuer, and himself which were all favor-
able. He suggested that total thyroidecto:uy should be 
considered in those patients i;.-hich were potential c2.rdiac 
failures in an effort to prevent or DOstpone the develop-
~ent of congestive heart failure. In 1939, Phillips 
2_nd z,Hlliken ( 81) reported fourteen ca,ses which they had 
operated at least tv<o years previously, a total thyroid-
ccto:~1y beinb :)crformed. All \1 ere suffering from angina 
pectori8 of tl:e most severe form. They feel that none 
was cured but 11 the present level of Lm)roved status 
fully justifies -c.:_e use of total ablation of the thy-
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roid gli=md in properly seJected cases. 11 P.11 v1ere im-
r)roved ?.nd '"'.ne h:,,d 'l r-)ost-operat i ve gangrenous appendix 
which was oner11ted u· on successful 1 y, and one pc:.tient 
conceived and ca.rTied a pregnancy to ter:n without de-
compensat ion or oain. 
The production of t~-,e many unde irable eftects 
as ~ell as the hazard of the surgical prrcedcre in nnt-
ients ~ho at best are not good oulrative risks Jed many 
men to look unon the method of treatment ~ith disfavor. 
( 64) , ( 60). Aft er observing 11 thyrocardiacs 11 and ·;~ecurrent 
hynerthyroid cases, Lyon and Hor6an (64) believed that 
cessation of the hyperthyroidism and disa:ppearance of its 
effects upon the heart v1ere not alo;-:e due to the excision 
of the major portion of the glar.d but that division and 
lign. t ion of the suDerior and inf .::rior thyroid arteries, 
by severing the path-ays of nerve stimuli from the sym-
'athetic nervous system to the thyroid, and by dim:i.nution 
of the amount of blood entering the gland, diminished 
thyroid activity and urevented receneration of the re-
!Ilaining tissue. They observed this ot~eration decreased 
the basRl metabolic rate, reduced the demands on the cir-
culation, and lessened the ';·ork of the heart. This :pro-
cedure also severs the inter·relation bet1':een the in-
nervation of the heart and the thyroid gland. 
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Five c~1ses of angina ·pee coris '·''ere operated 
upon ·si th complete r·-·lief an:'l v.-i thout occurrence of the 
effects that resu1 t from total ab' at ion of tr~e gland. 
In exnerirnental research on rrnimals, Fried-
man ( 36) sho,::ed that when the blood supply of a gln.nd 
was curtailed, necrosis and absorption of tte functional 
tissue occurred zrhich was follo, .. ed i th connective tissue 
replacement. Since the thyroid is such a vascular organ 
and its end-arteries are vl'i thout anastomoses, its via-
bility w s much more quickly effected by a sudden loss 
of its blood sup9ly. Post-operF.tive histologic sections 
showed complete necrosis of the g1and except at its med-
ial attachment, nearly throughout the gland. He also 
opera,ted one case of anf;ina pectoris ~·i th very sati s-
factory results, requiring no post-operative medicati'Jn. 
The superior and inferior thyroid arterieP nere ligated 
and cut, the capsule being carefully separated from the 
entire area ex cent on the '1ostero-medial aspect. 
Weeks (102) operated two cases of angina pec-
toris atte~pting to 11 denervate the thyroid" folJowing 
the suggestinn of Lyon and Horgan. One died on the 
third post-operative day of proved coronary thrombosis 
~ithout relief of pain in the three days; one livei but 
received nn relief of pain. 
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WeinE:tein and Hoff ( 110) had tried to deter-
mine the :1cchanism of relief of uain by te;c.ting areas 
of hype res the sia a::-.id hyperal§;e sia in d_iff c:rent stages 
of the operation. They c0ncluded -;;hat the immediate 
reJief of pain was due to injury to the superior and 
middJe cardiac nerves and nerve olexuses on the post-
erior surface of thyroid and its vessels. They thought 
this had nothing to do ·. i th the permanent relief of 
pain. It 1:11;-oe:::rs, however, to be interrelated as is 
shov,111 by Lyon and Horgan's studies. 
Hazards and Undesirable Effects of 
Total Thyroidectomy in Patients 
With a Normal Thyroid Gl~nd. 
For an operation in the relief of carciiac 
uain tn be successful, it ic essential that (1) everv 
bit of thyrnid tissue be removed, (2) the parRthyrnid 
glands be preserved, and ( 3) that bil;:o_teral paralysis 
of the vocal cords be avoided. (111). Obviously, 
then, any such operation is going to be a hazardous, 
difficult procedure. 
In the first place the pc-·.tients e.re cardiac 
cripples, usualJy in the ae_,t: v.'lien life 1 s e:xpectancy 
is ncne too great, so that any operative procedure 
must be done Fith a feeling of apprehension for the 
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surgical risk is grer<.tly increased. Ber:ides the 
operative hazard, which is indeed great, because of 
the technical difficulty in r8moving every particle 
of functional thyroid tissue, the surgeon must con-
tend ··i th nost-o·::·erati ve cardiac failure and terminal 
broncho-pneu~onia, recurrent laryngeal nerve injury 
and parathyroid insufficiency. (12). If the oner-
ation is successful, myxedema must be treated, while 
if unsuccessful, the Or)er;,tion cannot be repeated for 
the post-onerative adhesions so obscure the function-
ing thyroid tissue that it cannot be found at subse-
quent operation. Irradiation of the partial gland 
~ith heavy doses of Roentgen rays is uneffective. (37). 
The greatest surgic ~1 hazards are the re-
current laryngeal nerves for they not infrequently 
course thr ·ugh the g·land. ( 12) , ( 9). Mixter, Blum-
gart and Berlin (70) thou§-;ht no operation should be 
performed unless the l.c'rynx could be ex2~mined by a 
competent laryngologist after completion of hemi-
thyroidectomy, and said " the sole indication for 
stopping the procedure was paralysis of the vocal cord 
on the ouerated side after hemi-thyr0idectomy." Of 
seventy-five pctients onerated upon, Blumgr,rt, Berlin, 
P . R" ' T'1" • t . ( 12) t t · 1 . _,.avis, isema.n, ann ... e1ns e1n repor ,,,e ve urn-
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later::~.1 injuries to the recurrent laryngeal nerve of 
\'.
1hich nine '·ere a tr~nsient pc·.ralysis and three were 
permanent. In practically all with only one cord parR-
lyzed there had been no alteration in snoken voice, so 
the voice test can nnt be substituted for lnryngoscopy. 
(12). Of t enty-nine t'~tients oner:,ted by Outler rtnd 
Schnitker (30) four showed recurrent laryngeal injury, 
but the voice compensated. 
Par~thyroid deficiency, due to extirpation 
of the glands during operation, had no serious com-
plications in the seventy cases reported by Blurngart 
et al ( 12). Parathyroid extract was never required 
and only sixteen had transient paraesthesias, positive 
Chvostek' s or Trousseau 1 s sit;ns. These '::rere readily 
controlled by calcium medication. Parathyroidectomy 
is not severe if the operator adheres closely to the 
gland in dissection, clamping the vessels nei~r the 
capsule. (70). Severe narathyroid tetany does not 
cause much worry and is never much more severe than an 
increased irritabilty ~hich is .efficaciously controlled 
by five drons of viosterol once or t,,,.ice daily and four 
to six grams of calcium lactate daily. (30), (102). 
This may be due· to injury rather than removal of t:- e 
gland for it is ucualJy mild and later on no medication 
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is needed. (9). 
Myxedema is the important complication which 
is necessary in order to obtain relief from the pain 
and inevitably results in every case v:hich has been 
done prouerly. The extent of the permanent relief of 
Dain is reJated to the degree of hyoothyroidism as in-
dicated by lowered basal !netabo1ic rate. ( 12). The 
de::;ree of myxedema due to total thyroidectomy depends 
on the ti~e following oneration and the amount of thy-
roid administered. !,ianifestations are not seen until 
the basal rate is belo':' a negative twenty. (55). In 
Week's cases (102) myxedema did not anpear for six or 
eight weeks and the first sign is the characteristic 
pallor of the skin and nuffine~s. Coldness of the ex-
trcmi ties, dryness of the skin, fatigue, drowsiness 
and irritability then follow. Post-O!)erati ve muscle 
1)ains in the legs follow total thyroidectomy which are 
relieved by thyroid medice,tion and exercise. (90). 
Thyroid extract often either does not suffice 
to overcome the lack of thyroxine or the metabolism 
is thereby elevated to such a point that attacks of 
pain recur. ( 60). "Nothing is more tragic than a 
natient with myxedema who Ci'tnnot be bronght to a com-
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fortable existence from the thyroid point of view 
with out producing angina attacks, 11 said Hurxthal. ( 44). 
l.Joreover congestive heart failure may result from the 
:nyxedema for it must suffer along -, i th the rest of the 
bodiJy tissue. (63). 
Several psychoses hnve followed the develop-
ment of myxedema which <:ue not cured by administration 
of thyroid extract. (63). Most myxedematous have dulled 
senses ctnd the mentality is markedly abnormal. ( 44.). 
Selection of Patients for 
Total Thyroidectomy 
Great care should be used in the selection 
of cases and careful consideration should be given as 
to the advisability of producing myxedema, (44) for 
the progress of the underlying patholobical condition 
is not altered by the induction of hyuothyroidism. The 
procedure is of little value in individuals with a low 
basal metabolism rRte ( 12) , ( 76), ( 11) , and :·ifixter, 
Blumgart, and Berlin (70) hesitate to o~erate vhen it 
is a minus fifteen refusing to 01)erate at a minus twenty, 
for it has been found theRe oatients do not get relief 
from angina as readily ai~ those '"i th a higher basal rrt.te, 
without becor:1ing myx::-:de~1atous. 
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In general the operation for relief; of ar.-
gina uectoris is indic.'.3.ted only in a small group of 
patients with a certain type of Dain. (18). It is 
quite certain th!.t those suffering from true angina 
pectoris are more likely to obtain 001,siderable relief, 
particularly if they have no additional congestive 
heart diseaRe. ( 55) , ( 18). No patient in 1':hom a 
classical picture of angina of effort is not present 
should be treated by thyroidectomy, according to Bourne 
and Ross. (18). They further say that the pain must 
be of such a severity as to incapacitate the p~tient, 
and should have been observed over a long period of 
time to be certain it is growing worse and not better. 
The treat ,1ent of angin~" pectoris is successful over a 
period of time with rest in bed, nitrites prodromally, 
and sedatives. If uatients show progression in the 
number of attacks of coronary pain with frequent seiz-
ures at bed rest, thyroidectomy will probably not give 
lasting results. (9). A recent coronary attack, with-
in three months, is likewise a contraindication for 
thyroidecto:ny, (9), · (70), (75) although a healed corcm-
ary thrombonis does not make the operation so precarious. 
(9)' (12). 
Also due regard must be paid to the presence 
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or absence of those complicating conditions i_hich 
are in a measure independent of the heart such as, 
renal insufficiency, or nephritis, cirrh0sis, active 
infection as bronchiectasis and lung abscess, ad-
vanced arterioscJerosis, syphilitic cardio-vascular-
renal disease, or acute rheumatic infection. (9), ( 14), 
(55), (75), (18), (70), (12), (76). Patients 117ith 
hypertension are not acceptab1e. ( 12). 
The selection of patients should be advised 
by a cardiologist and only those used which had fail-
ed to respond to all the conservative medical ~easures 
usual1y employed. (9), (76). Ochsner and Gillespie 
(76) are convinced the operation is not of value in 
the patient with the cardiac reserve so denleted no 
imnrovement cgn be exnected even though the demands 
upon the heart a1'.'e decreased. 
An ideal patient ?1ith angino. pectriris for 
oneration would be one in which the attacks of pain 
occur upon slight exertion but not at rest. None of 
the unfavorab1e factors mentioned above are present. 
The result would probably be complete freedom from 
attacks of angina pectoris, or development of attacks 
only after moderately severe exertion. (12). 
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Manasement of Selected Cases 
In cases Gelected for operation the first 
essential is to know the patient, by questioning and 
observing, to be nositive the diagnosis is correct,and 
to be certain none of the contraindications are pre-
sent v:hich might decrease the O'Jportuni ty for recovery 
of an already poor operative risk. 
Pre-operative care c0nsists mainly in aiding 
the patient to reach the optimum condition for operation 
and recognizing the condition "'hen it arrives. The pro-
cess varies v'i th each indi vidua.l na,tient but is primarily 
one of rest. Since it is inadvisable to onerate those 
with congestive fsilure, for they are likely to develop 
cerious 1Jost-operat i ve i:mlmonary complications, or die 
too sonn to justify the procedure, surgery should be 
deferred until edema free. (9), (12). Digitalis should 
be used as necessary for edema or fibrillation if in 
failure. Nitrites should be used v~en prodromal sisns 
of anginal pain are felt. Intensive pre-operative se-
datinn should be avnided as ~'!mch as nossible to prevent 
accumulation of tracheobronchial secretions. (9), (70). 
On the eve of the operation, Berlin (9) suggested three 
grains of sodium amytal and one-sixth grain of morphine 
in the morning. This minimum sedation urevents the 
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cough reflex, as well as, lowering pulmonary com-
plications. (70). 
For the operation, Berlin (8) devised a 
one stage nrocedure using gas-oxygen anaesthesia, which 
proved to be unsatisfactory, for in the first twenty-
eight cases operated there were six opera.tive deaths. 
He then substituter::: this by a local anaesthetic with 
which there were no ouer4.tive deaths in the following 
sixty-two patients. (9). Local infiltration also aids 
in separating the fasciRl planes so dissection is easier, 
and gives less chance for injury to the recurrent laryn-
geal nerve. (70), (55). Ins~ection of the vocal cords 
3-fter hemithyroidectomy has been emphasized previousJy. 
The aim of the post-operative treatment is 
to keep the patient as comfortable as possible with 
sufficient fluids by mouth, and nasal oxyt_;en if dyspneic, 
and, again with a minimum amount of sedation. (9). 
lrlixter, Blumgart and Berlin ( 70) advise rest in -oed un-
til the basal :-netabolic rate is at least tv1enty per cent 
below the pre-operative leve1. Thyroid extract is then 
given in one-quarter or one-half grain doses as needed 
to rnaintain myxedema free and still free from pain. The 
warning signs to give thyroid extract are when the pat-
ient is ,_.lightly lethargic, or ~·lightly sensitive to 
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cold, or shows progressive increase in weight. 
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AUG>IENTATION OF :'H1 CORJIJi'.HY C\\LL \T;::HAL CI~~CULATION 
IN r~1 !-LS ?I~~i.~t~T~'.:l~I\TT OF CORC)1l . _\11Y DI::~·;~~liS~ 
Although the heart is one of the most import-
ant organs in the body, it has a minimum of direct con-
tinuity '-''i th the rest of the structures. It is anchored 
to the rest of the body by the great vessels, some fat, 
a few n1;rves, and lymphatics, while the entire surface 
lies free within the pericardial cavity being in contact 
with the pericardium, but only attached at its reflection. 
There are three sources by which the heart 
muscle normaJly receives its blood supply; namely, (1) 
the right a.nd left coronary arteries which is the main 
source, (2) the vessels of Thebesius vhich open directly 
from the left ventric1e cavity, and ( 3) t" rough extrc'.-
cardiac anasto~oses present in the tissue at the base 
of the heart, that is, around the root of the aorta, 
the base of the pulmonary arteries and pulmonary veins, 
the ostia of the superior and inferior venae cavae, and 
in the intervascular pericardial reflections. (1), (43). 
Whether the Thebesian vessels are inmorta.nt in supply-
ing the muscle of the heart is disputed for some think 
they are com~Jressed or possibly completely collapsed 
by the tension of the contracting muscle fibers dur-
ing systole, while during jiastole the pressure in the 
ventricle synchronously falls V!i th the relaxing rnuscle, 
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thus prohibiting the vessels from fillinL. (1), (87). 
The extensive vascularity around the base of the heart 
was well illustrated by Hudson, Moritz, and ',1earn ( LJ:3) 
by the injection of a colloidal suspension of CQrbon 
narticles into the coronary arteries of human hearts 
excised at autopsy. 
Rationale of Increasing the Coronary 
Collateral Circul."tion in the 
Treatment of Coronary Disease 
As the coronary arteries occlude with age, due 
to sclerosis, thereby reducing the blood sup~ily through 
them, a com~ensatory circulation arises to nourish the 
myocardium. (73). 'I'he degree of collateral circulation 
established is directly proportional to the gradualness 
of the occlusion. If this occlusion is sufficiently 
slow to allow ne1" sources of blood supply to develop, 
partial or even complete closure of the coronary arter-
ies is co::n~ati ble with life. Unfortunately, however, 
the usual mechanism is that occlusion is too rapid 
and the 9atient iies. (1), (73), (87). Bilateral oc-
clusion of the corona.ry orificies was found at autop-
sy with which also v:as found a network of dilated ves-
sels extending from the adventitia of the aorta and 
pulmnnary artery to the non-occluded ~ortions of the 
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coron2ry artery, indicating a long period of obstruction. 
(1), (73). 
According to Beck, (1) Thorel, in 1903, first 
suggested the nossibility of the heart receiving a col-
lateral blood supoly through adhesions. Although Beck 
had been surgically exnerimenting on the heart since 
1923, in animals, and had observed that blood vessels 
extended between the heart and the adherent scar tissue, 
he gives credit to Alan R. ~oritz for directing atten-
tion to the subject of the vascularity of cardio-peri-
cardial adhesions. Noritz, Hudson and Orgain, (73) 
in 1932, examined four hearts, with purtial or complete 
obliteration of the pericardial sac by fibrous adhesions. 
J· .. fter injections of a colloidal suspension of lamp black 
they found the extracardiac anastomoses of the coronary 
arteries were increased owing to the presence of the ad-
hesions. They concluded that extracardiac anastomoses 
cone.ti tute a significant reserve for coronary circPla-
tion, which is augmented by 1-iericardial adhesions. In 
exneriments on dogs, Robertson (87) found that when the 
main source of blood to the heart is decreased myocard-
ial nutrition denended distinctly on the vesseJs con-
tained in the pericardial adhee ions, and there ·was no 
evidence that anastomoses bet\veen the epicardial or 
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coronn,ry vessels and the thor:=icic vessels via the vasa 
vasorum of the aorta, nourished the heart. 
Since the pathology of coronary disease is 
essentially a deficiency· of blood to the myoc2,rdil1m, 
it ~~s conceived thct, theoretically, the disease could 
be cured by revascularization of the heart. As discuss-
ed previonsly, other forms of therapy for cardiac pain 
v:ere aimed in allevi:~_ting the symptoms r.'i th no attempt 
to erradicate the underlying patholocical process. Fur-
thermore in a study of ninety-four human hearts in which 
a m2.j or coronary 2~rtc:;ry had been occluded, Hori tz and 
Beck (72) found there was a period in the lives of forty-
three inr:li vic:<uals, after the fir['.t coron3-ry occlusion, 
in v:hich the production of Rn extraca.rdiac coronary 
collateral circulation might have been feasible and 
beneficial, tberel:y preventing the subsequent myocardial 
ischemia which caused death. 
In February, 1932, Beck (1), (16) performed 
the first experiments to riroduce a new source of blood 
supply to the heart by o--era.tion. For the vascular bed, 
he used parietal pericardium and pericardial fat. In 
later experiments he used pedicle grafts of skeletal 
muscle togetlrnr ri th pericardial and mediastinal fat. 
The epicardium and lining of the parietal pericardium 
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v:as removed zdth a burl: for he tboue,;ht 11 it acted us 
a barrier to growth of blood vessels into the heart. 11 
A summary of his findings: 
(1) Almost total occlusion of the ri 0 ht or 
left coronary artery near the aorta was co-:1l'atib1e with 
J.ife if the heart had been provided wi tli a coll2.teral 
vascular bed. 
( 2) Dve penetrated the myoc<1rdium through the 
collateral bed. 
(3) A pressure differential was necessary to 
promote anastomoses betv:een the cardiac and extracardiac 
vascular beds, that is, a physiologic need for blood 
in the myocardium was necessary for the anastomoses 
to develop. 
(4) The presence of a collateraJ vascul~r bed 
protected the heart from t~e ravages of sudden occlusion 
of a :!P,j or coron ry artery. 
(5) Distribution of the blood to every part of 
the myocardh•m is of vital importance for it must be 
equal to maintain function. If one sm(".;.ll ci.rea is rend-
ered ischemic, vsntricular fibrillation ~ill develop. 
In dot,'B living two years later he proved t::at 
a collateral circuL,_tion coul·J be 1:..Jroduced, which could 
be a compensatory mechanism to protect a faltering 
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heart. (7). 
In stu._~ying the dynamics of collateral cir-
cul-=1tion in animals following chronic occlusion of the 
coronary arteries, Mautz and Gregc; (68) believed the 
collateral circu.la,t ion developed because of the ( 1) 
large increases in perinheral coronc._ry pressure over 
the normal values, (2) the peripheral coronary flow 
was far in excess of normal, (3) there was a minimum 
of infarction together with macrosconic evidence of 
contraction, and (4) enlargment of the pre-existing 
or nPw an.?.tnmical connections betT<een the occluded and 
non-occluded arteries. 
At this time 0 1 Shaughnessy, in England, with 
his assistants, were experimenting i·:i th dogs, usinb 
omental grafts to revascularize the heart. (78). The 
first omental graft was done by Dov,nes in 1933. 0 1 
Shauchnessy used omentum for he thoui;ht there was a 
greater ch&nce for vascularization since the 11 omentum 
is the only structure in the body with the specific 
property of vasculariza.tion." Greyhounds suffered li-
gation of the descending branch of the left coronary 
and were able to chase an electric hare A.round a full 
course ( 525 yn.rds) without distress, following carciio-
omentoDexy. They found vascularity occurred whether 
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the graft was applied to the normal heart, to a re-
cent, or an old infarct. 0 1 Shaughnessy used the great 
omentum separated from the pedicle graft, in later ex-
periments, thus not leaving the diaphragm subject to 
herniation, and found these grafts developed a blood 
supply, which supplied the heart. (77). 
Other modifications followed (79) in an at-
temut to produce vascularity without too extensive sur-
gery and with less shock, such as, aleuronat adhesions 
by pericardotomy, grafting to aleuronat adhesions, fix-
at :i. ons of 0'!1en tal graft -, i th aleurona t , rather than su-
tures, which were dangerous in degenerative myocardium; 
and cardiopneumopexy. The results were variable. 
Survey of the Value of the Surgical 
Procedure on Patients 
The first patient to be ooerated upon in an 
attempt to re-establish the collateral coronary circul-
ation was performed by Beck on February 13, 1935, using 
a pectoral muscle graft. Seven months later the patient 
was working as a garriner without precordial pain, was 
taking no medications and claimed he v;:as cured. In the 
next year Beck oper1.ted ten more patients with angina 
pectoris, all with advanced coronary sclerosis, t~~ show-
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ing extensive and permanent degenerative ch:::cnf::·es in 
the myocardium. (2). Three had brilliant results 
being comnletely free from ~ain; one was moderately 
improved, the ~it tacks less frequent and less severe; 
one was only slit:_:htly improved, the result being 
questionable. There were five deaths. 
By 1937, Beck had operated upon tv:enty-fi ve 
patients, with various modifications of his origin2.l 
technic. (41), (35). He inserted powdered beef bone 
to induce a low grade foreign body in several patients, 
with satisfactory results. The mortality rate r:as lower-
ed significa:'.tly by selecting the patient more care-
fully, by decreasing the magnitude of the operation, 
using a unilateral rather than a bilateral approach, 
and by using a pedicle gr~1i't from only one pectoralis 
major muscle instead of tv:o. The last five patients 
went through the oueration favorably, although they 
were extremely bad risks. 
Lockwood {62) using the Beck technic operated 
upon two cases which were practically incapacitated with 
coronary sclerosis. He feJ t the muscle flap was more 
efftcient and a simpler urocedure than cardio-omento-
pexy. Six ounces of ground bone were rubbed into the 
mediastinal flap, after the epicardium had been bUffed 
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2.nd the :'!luscle inserted. His results are striking 
in tha.t death of both patients was not due to the op-
eration. One, in sn1endid post-operative condition, 
died after a nneumo-thorax occurred following nuncture 
of the chest, to remove air, at the end of the operation. 
One recovered uneventfully, was sqmptorn free, and was 
about his work, but died nineteen weeks post-operatively 
after a three week drinking debauche. 
In January, 1938, 0 1 Shaughnessy (33) had op-
erated upon t~enty patients, which he could divide into 
two o·rouos: c -
Group I- Fifteen natients with Angina Pectoris. 
1. Ten living, eibht free from attacks, 
and seven back to work. 
2. Five deaths-
a. t\g;e 72, uremia, three months 
after operation. 
b. At oueT"ation, from ru~1ture of 
a friable ventricle. 
c. Pulmonary infarction, two months 
nost-operatively. 
d. Pneumonia, P-m~:iycma, ti"O months 
post-operatively, 
e. Suddenly, two nonths post-o:'.J-
eratively, no ap1xuent cause. · 
Group II-Five patients v:i thout angin2_ pectoris 
but with cardiac ischemia. All chronic 
invalids. 
1. Now leading normal life. 
2. Imoroved. 
3. No-longer confined to bed. 
4. No Jonger confined to bed. 
5. Died, nine anci one-half months later. 
0 1 Shaughnessy used m-:',ny varied 0·1::en1tions: 
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Cardio-onentopexy ~ith aleuronat only-----6 
C2rdio-omento 1 ;exy by suture only-----------3 
C0.rdio-~::;neu1opexy with aleuronat only-----1 
Cardio-pnewn0~exy by suture with 
aleuronat--··· ~-----------------------------4 
Pericnrd:i.otomy for insertion of aleuronc:.t-2 
Transpleural pericardiot0my for insertion 
of aJeuronat------------------------------3 
In comparing the results of the fo:rty-five 
·oatients o -.erated u~1on by Beck e,nd 0 1 Shauc;'hnessy, ac-
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This SU:"ll:·n:".'.,ry shows th2.t the mortality is ex-
tre·rnely high by either :11ethod. It is somei."'·hat grati-
fying· then when 0 1 Shaughnessy showed the outcome of a 
series of cases Tiliich he investignted but did not op-
er ate: 
Sex Reason for non-
Age Di_ag. intervention Result 
1. 11 58 A.P. Chronic bror.chitis Died suddenly in bed. 
2. M 48 A.P. Awaiting ad1ai f: sion Lied at car v:heel. 
3. ~ S4 A.P. Chronic bronchitis In statu quo. 
4. .. \11, 53 A.P. Patient refused In statu quo. 
5. .., ir 64 A.?. Nephrosclerosis In statu llUO • .'!~ 
6. M 47 A.P. Chronic bronchitis In st a tu c;uo. 
7. 1i 39 A.P. Gangrene of foot In stt~.tu quo, 
8. F 60 A.P. Nephrosclerosis Died- urer11ia. 
9. F 65 A.?. Patient refused Died suddenly in bed. 
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sex- Reason for non-
Age Di:!><. interve!'.tion Result 
10. F 73 A.P. Age In st a tu cuo. 
11. F 74 A.P. Dio,betes In st a tu \!UO. 
1 'i G. H 77 C.T. Acute stage Died. 
13. •. r 74 C.T. Acute stage Died. ,, 
14. l~:~ 71 C.T. Acute st2ge fJied. 
15. " 53 C.T. Symptom free Under observation. ,;,.1.;. 
16. }i 65 C. T. SymDtom free Under observation. 
17. i\11 64 C.T. Symptom free Under observation. 
18. F 71 C.T. Acute stD.t:;e Died. 
19. F 64 C.T. 'iyr11ptom free Under ooservation. 
Here is shown the ay-ipalling mortality from cor-
onary disease, for forty ner cent have ~ied; a death 
rate equaJ to those ':·:ho were operated. Furthermore, the 
present condition of those not operated upon is not as 
favorable as those ':':ho Y1ere relieved by operation for 
medical treatment is at best palliative. (94). The 
fact cr:m be ::c:.cce 'Jted th,,t the operation itself is re-
latively s:J,fe -orocedure, and does not entail even an a-
larming mortality rate. (62). 
Surgical Hazards 
Three reas0ns thut the surgeon has avoided 
onerating upon the heart (3) are: (1) The heart is 8,1-
VIays in motion; ( 2) it has a frightful ca,:iaci ty frn hemo-
rrhage; (3) everv time the heart is tnuched it responds 
"·ith :~n extra eystole ani. it may fibrillate fatally. 
1Ni th refinements in. instruments and technic the surgeon 
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has ·been able to overcome these object :l.ons. 
Accor:it ng to Streider, Clute 2..nd Graybiel 
(94), Hochrein was re::iuted to have said, 11 rre h0ve le:.nn-
ed to recognize th~t pericarditis is not a comnlication 
of coronc,ry thrombosis but a nc~tural attempt at he:iling 
its 1)resence is to be v!elco:ned rather th2.n deplored. 11 
Physicians \'Jere arrprehensive as to the value of produc-
ing a therapeutic 9ericardi tis r'i th adhesions, for fear 
they mi[~ht cause circulatory embarrassment. It was found, 
however, these adhesions per se do not cause circulatory 
embarrassment unless they are extensive enouc;h to c::luse 
cardiac com;Jression, anc;ulation, or torsion. (42). The 
circulation can be inturfered 1::i th in several v:ays: ( 1) 
A constricting bed of scar tissue may produce chronic 
cardiac compress ion; ( 2) it may be bet 1 7een the heart crnd 
the chest wall c_nd act as a h:::·rness through which the 
heart pulls and expands energy; (3) the heart may be 
sharply angulated from its nor,11al axis by such adhesions 
so it cannot function effectively. (1). In general, 
cardiac a·::'l.hes ions do not play a significant role in. the 
pro:iuction of cardinc hypertronhy, (42) and cardio-pe:ri-
cardi~l adhesions are usually silent lesions of little 
or no clinical sig!!ificance for in none of the experi-
ments by Beck (1) was the heart extensively and inti-
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mately bound to the chest v;all. 
In the first sixteen cases operated by Beck 
(4) there v.-as an o~-ierci.tive 1!10rtality of fifty per cent. 
In the following nine p~tients he hRd no onerative mor-
tali ty. ( 35). He attributed the decline mainly to the 
proper selection of patients but also to a change in his 
operative technic. He used quinidine sulphate up to thir-
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ty milligra~s per kilo, twice a day, pre-operatively and 
post-operatively as needed, as suggested by Mautz (65) 
to decrease the irritability of the heart. Mautz also 
had ,,hovim that ventricular fibrillation could be success-
fully sto;Jped in practically every case by the local ap-
nlication of nrocaine (or intravenously) along v:i th the 
direct stimulation of the heart muscle by e1ectricity 
and gentle massage. (65), (66), (5). Beck used this 
routinely ~t the operating table. 
Hemorrhage can be kent at a minimum by pro'Cler 
approach and careful use of sutures. (4). Continuous 
oxygen by nasal tube should be used post-operatively (35), 
(94) and the v:ater balance ke""'.t up. The blood pressure 
should be checked routinely every fifteen to thirty min-
utes for a few hours post-operatively and fluid removed 
from the chest as it accumulates. (94). 
In the procedure of cardio-omentopexy an addi-
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tion~;l haz2,rd of 8.ic-'.~-::hragmatic hernia must be watched 
for during the operation ~'.nd ·orevented by careful sut-
ure. ( 94) . The anae f::;theti s should be "'JT8'1 ared to in-
f L:te the lung if needed. ( 62). 
Selection of Patients for Operation. 
As for other surgicn,l :Jrocedures on the heart, 
the final vrord as to the ad vi sabil i ty of o ration rests 
~ith the cardiologist. (94) There are, ho~ever, certain 
nrimary considerations with r:hich the surgeon should be 
fa:niliar to ensure the uo_tient that the procedure will be 
of value to him. 
The '"f;e should be the first consideration, and 
Davies, Ivlarn"e11 and 0 1 Shaugl"messy (~~3) believe it not ad-
visable to operate on a patient over sixty-five, regard-
less of 'Je.tient 1 s condition, for the ex.~·ectancy of life 
at tl:.at A .. ge does not v:arrant subjecting the individual 
to such nn extensive o~:Jeration. Streider, Clute <:JJJd 
Graybie1 (94) think the :patient should be over sixty 
and should not be obese. Those pctients o~erated upon 
by Beck ranged from forty-two to sixty-nine in age. 
There should be unequivocal evidence of cor-
onary sclerosis with angina pectoris and cardiac iscllemia 
as e 1ici ted by hi story, e lectrocardio5ram, and x-ray. 
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(33), (35), (94). The anbina of effort should be pre-
eminent and at the sane ti~e there should be no recent 
infarcts. (35). O'Shau5hnessy (33) thinks it is not 
hazardous to operate if six months have elapsed since 
the attack of coronary thrombosis in patients vri th a 
clear hi:~ tory previous J y, and who are bet'.r.'een forty-
f i ve and fifty-five years of age. The sclerosis s!•ould 
not be so advanced that the myocardium does not ha·.re 
sufficient reserve to carry t1ie natient through the 01J-
eration. No evidence of congestive heart failure should 
be ;)resent. (35), (94). 
Operation should not be c0nsidered if there 
is other organic dysfunctinn ~resent as cirrhosis, ne-
phrosclerosis, or any pulmonary pathology as chronic 
bronchitis, bronchiectasis or lung abscess. 0 1 Shaugh-
nessy thinks it is per;:uissable to operate on patients 
v.rith hypertension, or syphilitic aortitis providing the 
heart is not enlarged to any great extent, ( 94) and 
Beck believes that diabetes if controlled is not a 
contraindicRtion. ( 35). 
Not only should the patient be pro)erly se-
lected but it is also important th~t the time for op-
eration should be chosen with care. Mautz and Beck (67) 
have shovm in experi:nents on dogs the effect of grri.dual 
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2.s is oe1ievecl to be ~'.P.Rocinted ri th nersL~tent symp-
toms, which might lead to a rela:t i vely early opera-don 
at B ~.t which tb1e occlusion would be limited to one 
branch. Oneration v;ould. imnrove the intercoronc::.rv 
anastomoses by (1) dilatinb- the e~isti~c channels.and 
(2) creating ne~ ones vhich would gr~dually enlarge. 
The only extrac::rdiac anastomoses which would be likely 
to survive and develoD are those c;re,fts directly on the 
local ischemic area, and even t:'.:1ese (inc:Uc:c~ted by dots) 
mit;ht repress or not enlarge significccntly if inter-
coronary adjustments were adequate. 
If an intc-;rmediary course v:ere follo'.t;ed, the 
circuls.tion rnc'"Y not improve rapidly enou1c;h '.nd t°!'P other 
arteries would tend to decrease in the size; an operation 
at C should inc":-ease the int.;:rcoronarv an::.sto:noses suffi-
ciently to arrest the progress of the.coronary occlusion 
and the myocardial infarction. 
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CONCLUUICN 
Th2.t the surt:;ic!'i.l t reat~~1ent of corono,ry dis-
e<::.se i~. as yet to be rGserved by 11edical thera!)Y, is 
t;eneraJ 1y ato-reed, but it can D.lso be s:;,_id thc.t in pro-
perly selected cnseB sur~icnl urocedures have been of 
definite value. ( 7) , ( 21) . It is be st to select those 
cases v1ho would be in fairly good heal th except for at-
tacks of nriin. (;:A). It must be kept in min'5., ho;:ever, 
that coronary disease is ~ disease of sudden catastronhes, 
Clnd pntients frequently die suddenly before, as ·well ns, 
after operation. 
Authorities are found to favor a.nd rebuke all 
procedures. The adyoce:.tes of the procedures nre ar:·t to 
be overenthusiastic in. t>eir conclusions and tend to 
overestL1n.te thei1· true value. On the o:.her hand many 
1i1en are inc:t ined to conclude, with out thorough and ade-
qua.te investigation, that a procedure is unworthy. 
So many varied opinions, as to tte relative 
merit of ee.ch operation, wnrra.nts an analysis of each 
procedure from the three main viewpoints of ~eneral 
interest, that is, Beneficial EeEults, Failures, and 
Operative Mortality. Benefici:tl results include all 
cases of in~rovement from mild to excellent. 
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Beneficial ~esults 
Sympa thee tomy---------------------------------72. OO'fo 
ParavertebrRl Alcohol Block-------------------81.70? 
Thyroidectomy---------------------------------86. 30/:, 
Aug·mentat ion of Coronarv Collateral 
·airculation-----------66,00~ 
Failures 
Symp<"'thectomy--------------------------------- 9. 30/"' 
Paravertebral Alcohol Block-------------------27.10~ 
Thyroidectomy---------------------------------10.27~ 
Aug'?lentation of Coron,.:.ry Coll2.teral 
Circulation----------- 4,0bfa 
Sympathe ct omy---------------------------------14. 9070 
Paravertebral Alcohol a1ock------------------- 0.87~ 
Thyroi dectomy--------------------------------- 3. 81 ?> 
Au0Dentntion of Coronary Collateral 
Circuln.t ion-----------28. so7.;, 
A similar study by Ochsner and Debakey, 
(75), in 1937, nhowed a higher mortality (50~) in on-
er~tions for nug,'!lentation of the coronary collateral 
circuL1tion, thc:m was found in this study, while tteir 
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other resuJts '''ere similar. ':'hr.ct inyertit,;2.tio:ns in 
the o~st t~o years have been of vaJue, is n~n~rent, 
for the mortality hc-~s been sit:;nific~mtly lov.'ered ( 28. 6 .'), 
v:hich makes the tyl'e of nrocedure especially of interest 
becc..use it is a theraT:ieutic measure 1rhich erradicates 
tl:e Da tho logy. Al thOU§;ll the re snl ts nre encour'."ging 
m:::,ny more pE~tients must be rtnere.teC uDon before definite 
conclusions cc:J,n be drav.n. 
Ochsner n.nd Debakey (75) thouf.'ht the,t each 
type of operation should be fitted with a certain type 
of p~1,t ient: 
I. The therapeutic attacl: on the Sympathetic 
Nervous System is indic: ted in ( 1) cases in v1hich there 
is increr:::.sed cr:·rdio-sensory and C<e:.r·:Iio-motor sympathetic 
inner vat ion, v.-hich is associated v1i th vasoconctrict ion 
and pain; (?:,) co.se s in ';,·hi ch there is r11arked fibroscler-
otic myocardial change indicative of advanced cardiac 
disease, 
II. Thyroidectomy is indicated in cases with 
some fibrosis of c2.rdiac muscle and occlusion of the 
coronary arteries ···hich is due to thrombosi;:~ rather 
than vasoconstriction, <'mo. hs.ve angina of effort rather 
than emotion, as in I. There is ~lso an increase in 
cardio-~3ensory innervntion. 
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III. Au1:,:nent0t ion of Coronary Collateral Cir-
culation is indicated in those cases in vbich the 
cardiac musculature is little involved, with thrombo-
sis c"nd occlusion of the corona.ry erteries not exten-
sive. 
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